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Taking your ground transportation 
business to the new era

Technology has found a way to take the customer experience to new levels and 
make your fleets function efficiently. Embrace It!

Taxi Services - Whitepaper



INTRODUCTION 
If you live in a major city, you’ll know how it feels to be stuck in a crowd in need of 
a cab - with none in sight. Difficulty, inconvenience, and hassles are all words we 
associate with our taxi-hailing experiences. One may conclude that there is a 
shortage of taxi drivers, but in reality 60% of a taxi driver’s working day is spent 
idle without fare or passenger. 

Seeing this disconnect between driver and passenger, many companies have 
developed a new business model that has innovatively disrupted the taxi industry 
resulting in lower costs, lower wait-times, and better experiences for all stake-
holders involved. 

Through On-Demand mobile applications, we can now deliver goods and ser-
vices to customers where they want, when they want, and at a price they want. 
By applying this model to the taxi industry, we can eliminate many of the issues 
plaguing the taxi industry and drive your business to new avenues of speed, 
efficiency, and profitability. 

This whitepaper explores the following:

• Pains faced by both customers and drivers in the taxi industry 
• On-Demand Mobile applications for th eir offerings
• Next Juggernaut’s solutions and services to the taxi industry gap



Current Taxi Service Scenario

Problems faced by Passengers & Drivers

Key differentiating factors when it comes to a customer’s taxi experience:

• Cost 
• Vehicle condition and luxuries 
• Driver behavior and attitude 
• Taxi Expected Time of Arrival (ETA) for pickup and drop off
• Taxi availability 

Among these factors, taxi availability and ETA and play a huge role in customers’ 
taxi selection process. Many cabs sit idle in taxi stands and stations while others 
take on fares with a pickup location across the city - and these issues are then 
passed on to customers in the form of long ETAs and unavailable taxis. This dis-
connect wastes driver’s gas, time, and money, while pushing away customers 
with a less than desirable experience.

Drivers, on the other hand, are often the victims of insufficient support from the 
taxi companies they are working for, which has forced almost half of them to 
leave the industry within the span of four years, and two thirds to leave after six. 

The fact that nearly every city in the world with a traditional taxi service suffers 
from these issues should clearly indicate a huge disconnect in the industry that is 
waiting to be solved.  



Taxi Mobile Solutions: for a better 
tomorrow

While you may be thinking about how Uber and Lyft are stealing market share and 
taking fares from you, customers are only thinking about the convenience and 
ease-of-use of their services. They’re not thinking about any special city/state 
regulations placed on the industry. They’re definitely not thinking about whether 
the driver is properly licensed and permitted or the impact being made on the taxi 
industry.
That’s the point of disruptive innovation. If you’re unfamiliar with the term, you’re 
likely very familiar with its results. In its simplest form, disruptive innovation is any 
technology that impacts an existing process or industry to achieve the same 
results faster and cheaper. The automobile disrupted the horse & buggy mar-
ket—and replaced it. Chances are you abandoned your local travel agency long 
ago for the DIY convenience of online booking portals, which often offer dis-
counts or packages.
What made the concept of Uber and other Transportation Network Companies 
(TNCs) revolutionary was its comprehensive treatment and overhaul of the entire 
customer process - starting before a customer even hails a taxi. 

How does taxi mobile apps companies work?

• A passenger uses the taxi mobile app on their smartphones to send out a    
    request for a cab at a particular location. 
• The mobile app company receives and transmits the same request to the 
    nearest available driver in the area. The driver works as an independent 
    contractor in the company. 
• An ETA is transmitting to the customer, and the driver can be geographically        
    tracked via mobile application. 
• The driver picks up the passenger at the desired location, and drops them off at  
    their destination.

Because the driver and passenger are matched within the same vicinity, wait time 
for both is significantly reduced. 



It’s time to embrace the ‘Change’

Say what you may about these companies, but they have addressed many prob-
lems traditional taxi companies are facing right now. They offer the following ben-
efits:

Convenience: Geographical matching allows for greatly reduced ETAs and wait 
times through an addictive and hassle-free application.

Lower infrastructure: As much of the supply is crowdsourced and freelanced, the 
investment into infrastructure such as vehicles and contracted employees is much 
lower.

Security: A mobile application can geographically track every vehicle, driver, and 
passenger in real time.

Routing and Navigation: Integrating a map-based API into the app offers accurate 
direction to drivers that allow them to reach their destination in record time.

Quality control: User-generated reviews and ratings allows customers to weed out 
poor quality drivers.



Choice vs Anonymity

 
Irrespective of whether you go ahead with aggregated or integrated supply, one 
design choice, that is a part of business model, is giving the end users the ability 
to select the service provider vs the user being reliant on the platform for the best 
possible match. This choice at some levels can depend on the vertical that you 
are operating in but there are many ingenious ways of going in either direction 
irrespective of the vertical. 
As a rule of thumb, higher the differential in service or product quality from one 
choice to another, say a marketplace for on-demand beauty solutions/beauticians, 
a user choice for service provider is more likelier to work vs an Uber type 
approach. 

Another similar example could be a marketplace for freelance professionals, such 
as on ODesk or Elance or Freelancer.com, wherein the user makes the choice of 
end service provider, subject to platforms’ ability to predict user needs with help 
of parameters like ratings, hours worked, recommendations etc. 

On the contrary, with services like uber which promise a singular service, say taxi 
in this case, shall fulfill customer needs best by matching them to drivers driven by 
algorithms. 
From operational perspective, optimized matching increases the efficiency of 
supplier side infrastructure. But you might need to invest more in training and 
vetting the supply.



Speeding past the Competition

It has become clear that adding more taxis to the streets is not the solution to the 
poor experiences both drivers and passengers alike are facing. The answer, as 
we’ve witnessed from Uber and Lyft, is simply improving communication. The 
easiest and most effective way to do this is through the creation of a compa-
ny-specific mobile application.

Taxi Companies

No doubt ride-sharing platforms are disrupting one market after another but the 
taxi companies and councils can still co-exist with these platforms if they play their 
cards right. They can thrive by using the technology to efficiently locate customers 
amongst other benefits. For instance, taxis can expand their travel zones and 
distances, knowing they will be matched to customers in various locations across 
the city. 

As mobile hailing applications continue to revolutionize the experience, the 
bottom line, i.e., we can observe a steady increase in demand for taxi services as 
a result of powerful customer retention and referral programs.

This leaves plenty of also implies that there are a lot of markets in many countries 
still to be captured and local taxi companies can get a first mover advantage at 
these places by getting a cab app / e-hailing solution. At other places where ride 
sharing platforms are already becoming popular, cab service companies can get 
back the traffic armed by a taxi mobile application like. 
These results can be easily replicated and surpassed by applying them to existing 
taxi companies that already have an established customer base and brand while 
complying with state regulations. 



Chauffeur Driven Companies

While taxi companies are directly facing the heat from TNCs, scheduled transpor-
tation, limousine and chauffeur companies have been relatively untouched. 
Reason being Uber and others have no scheduling option, and exist only as an 
immediate service. There is still a need for professional chauffeurs, experienced 
transportation companies, and the expertise that comes with handling large-scale 
events. Luxury has also moved into concierge services, international networks 
with seamless booking, and high-end transportation like private-jet charters.

But this doesn’t mean you should wait for history to repeat. The current consumer 
market has begun demanding more interactive technologies that allow them to 
book and schedule services while seamlessly handling payment.

One could easily jump ahead of their competition with a cutting-edge mobile 
application that attracts, engages, and retains customers while enhancing the 
efficiency of your fleet. 



Introducing Juggernaut

Shifting from traditional taxi operations to tech-based communications, we’ve 
developed cutting-edge mobile applications for over fifteen startups. We learned 
the ins and outs of making some of the best solutions possible, in addition to 
adapting the solutions on a city-by-city basis.

Together, we can develop a mobile taxi-hailing solution that speeds past the rest of 
your competition with functionalities for every situation:

Passenger App

To increase customer engagement, convenience, and loyalty, your customers will 
be able to enjoy the following features:

• Email Address Sign Up
• Social Media Login
• OTP Verification
• Selection of different types of vehicles
• Saved locations
• Destination Entry 
• Schedule a ride for a later time and date
• ETA of driver
• Fare Estimator
• View Driver Details
• Live tracking of the taxi's position
• Fare splitting options 
• Call/SMS the driver using Twilio
• Automatic Payment using CC/DC
• Payment using Cash or Credit 
• Promo Code options
• Referral Bonuses
• Rate/Review the Driver



Driver App

To support drivers navigationally and operationally while streamlining fare match-
es and payment amongst other benefits:

• Email Sign Up
• Document and credentials Upload and Approval
• View Customer Details
• Accept/Reject requests in real time
• Call/SMS the customer
• Path drawn to customer's location
• Route Optimization
• Turn by turn navigation via Google Maps App
• Ride History
• Payment Management
• Start/Stop wait time

Admin Panel

As a company’s Administrator or Shift Manager, the backend management panel 
provides: 

• Bird's Eye View of Platform
• Live Tracking of all Drivers
• Record of Current and Previous Rides
• Driver Approval and Rejection Options
• View/Edit Profiles of Drivers
• View/Edit Profiles of Customers
• Manage payment of drivers
• Ride History and Customer Feedback
• Reporting Module
• Control Pricing for Different Types of Cars
• Additional Pricing Mechanisms
• Add/Edit Promo Codes and Referral Bonuses



Dispatch System

Your Call Centre Staff will be able to dispatch taxis for orders that they receive via 
phone/SMS. 

• Separate Login Portal
• Register New Customers and Enter Details
• Select Location by entering address or dropping pin on the map
• Nearest Available Driver is sent Ride Request

Corporate Accounts

Your Corporate Account Managers will be given access to a corporate account 
admin panel, which will have the following features: 

• Add corporate accounts onto the platform
• Separate Admin Panel for Corporate Managers
• Corporate Manager can add employees to their account
• Ability for Employees to add corporate bank account instead of credit card in                               
   the app
• Employees receive Verification Code via Email
• Corporate Manager can manage all employees
• Corporate Manager can view employees ride history
I• nvoices sent to Corporate Accounts at regular Intervals

 



Drop us a line at

Email : contact@nextjuggernaut.com
Call : +1 206-257-2964 (US)

Website : nextjuggernaut.com 

About Juggernaut
Juggernaut powers On Demand Technology platforms for entrepreneurs and 
enterprise level initiatives.
      
Our IP is a robust backend infrastructure which is structured in form of modules 
geared towards scheduling, dispatching/tracking, payment, matching, allocation 
and some other core functionalities. These modules help us cater to diverse 
business models in the OnDemand space. Typical implementation involves 
plumbing of the modules to create custom front end mobile apps, dashboards 
and analytics panels.
      
In the past 6 months, we have deployed more than 15 On-Demand platforms that 
have altogether completed more than 300,000 transactions. 
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Let’s explore how we can together 
create the next big ‘disruption’  

THANK YOU
WE’D LOVE TO GET TO KNOW EACH OTHER


